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The ROM Copy tool was designed to aid our Pro Tuners & Retail customers. This tool is meant to help you
transfer tune data from an older outdated ROM file into the latest version of our supported ROM. The tool is
very simple to use and this guide is made to help those who have questions and concerns when the data
“doesn’t look right”. I will start off with an example by opening an outdated ROM file that was built before
we supported 5 Different MAF curves and live tuning of the MAF tables.

The first message that will be displayed is that the ROM being opened is no
longer available to modify and is in view only mode. This does not mean
that you can no longer flash this file. Before we get into the details on how
to transfer the ROM to a newest version of the ROM there is a way to flash
the outdated ROM to the vehicle (without making any changes) that will not
change the code or program at all.

When the ROM Editor connects & queries the ECU
you will see the red button circled in yellow on the
image to the right of this paragraph become available.
When that button is pressed a system file dialog box
will become available. At that point you can select the
outdated tune file (or any other tune file). Once the file
is selected the message below will appear.

When you press the “OK” button your re-flash will
start. This process does not open the ROM within the
editor and flashes the raw data from the .osiris ROM
file directly into your ECU. The rest of the re-flash
procedure is exactly the same as a regular flash.

Introduction:

Re-Flashing Outdated ROM Files:



Using The Tune Transfer Feature:
Once you open an outdated ROM and get past the “View Only” warning displayed on page one will be
followed with two more warnings. One letting you know that re-flashing & real time tuning has been
disabled. This is to keep the old ROM from being corrupted (so it is very important that you do not save any
changes made to the old ROM file if you’ve opened it in the editor. If you save any changes made to an old
ROM with the editor you WILL have to start from scratch.) The other warning displayed used to be specific
to 370Z / VQ37VHR but is safe to assume this for all platforms.

This warning means if you had a car you tuned with the old “Burn Rate” tables when ignition map switching
was available for those tables you will manually have to select the “burn rate” ignition timing values from
the map switch tables, and transfer one of them to the single burn rate table available. You will only have
one available ignition table moving forward. This step should be performed AFTER the tune transfer
function is used.



Tune Transfer Setup:
Starting the tune transfer file setup is done by pressing the “Tune Transfer” button within the ROM Editor.

When you press the tune transfer button within the ROM Editor a new menu will open. In this menu is
where you will select the file you’d like to take the tune file from and the new tune file that you’d like to
transfer it to. This is where your tune transfer will be completed. The screenshot below this paragraph [in
the next page] will show the old ROM from page two & the new freshly downloaded ROM selected in the
From & To box respectively.

The way the ROM’s are selected is by pressing the “Open” buttons within the FROM field and selecting the
old outdated ROM. Once that is done you’ll move to the TO box, press the “Open” button in that box and
select the new, freshly downloaded ROM from our servers. Once this is done your Tune Transfer window
should look something like the screenshot below.



Once both ROM files are opened you’ll see a list of parameters that are available to transfer. If you only
want to transfer some of the parameters you can select them individually, however if you want to make an
exact copy of the selected ROM in order to make updates to it then the easiest way to do it is by pressing the
“Select All” button. Please note that if you are attempting to copy a ROM that had parameters that were not
available before or parameters that are now supported in Real Time Tuning this warning will appear Unless
you’ve selected the “Do not show this warning again” option. At which case it will not appear. (We do not
recommend disabling warnings, but give the end user the option).

Please be aware, if you had a vehicle tuned in the factory Nissan ignition strategy & you are now wanting to
use the ARC Timing there is no way to transfer Nissan “Burn Rate” values to the ARC Timing strategy.
What this means is that you will have to physically build a timing map from scratch for your customer.
Likewise if you had a file which was tuned on the ARC Timing & would like to now use the Nissan ignition
strategy you will have to tune the “Burn rate” tables from scratch. There is no way around this as there is not
a clear conversion for this at the time of writing this guide.

WARNING:



With all the parameters selected that need to be
copied, the “Copy” button can be pressed. Once
this is done a new dialogue box will appear if you
have had any parameters that were not tune-able
in real time copied over to real time tune-able
tables along with their destinations. Example
screenshot below.

With the copy function completed the last part of the
process is to save your new updated ROM file. This is
done by pressing the “Save” button. When this is done
a save window will open. Name your new file & save
it as a .osiris ROM file. After this step is done you can
close the Tune Transfer window. In the following
pages we will discuss how to confirm that the tune
transfer function was completed successfully.



Tune Transfer Verification:

In this example we will be making sure the MAF values transferred over properly. Previously the program
stated that the old non real time tune-able MAF table had been copied over to the real time fuel maps 1-5.
The verification is very simple by opening the old outdated tune file, opening the old non live tune-able
MAF table & comparing it to the new live tune-able MAF table. Looking at the curve we see they are an
exact match. This does not need to be done in every table, but it is recommended to have one quick look
over before flashing to confirm you know all the parameters were copied correctly. It is very important to
know which non live tune-able parameters were turned to live tune-able parameters so that you are not
confused when looking at an old file thinking the file is broken. This is a very common mistake & will have
you wondering if you have a corrupt file. Shown below is the same exact file as above except we will be
comparing the “Live tune-able MAF table” from the outdated ROM to the new ROM.



As seen in the screenshot above it’s clear that the Real time tune-able table on the old MAP is filled with
random data. This is perfectly normal since the old ROM was not a ROM with real time tuning MAF tables.
Not disabling the warnings and reading the dialog boxes can help avoid this confusion but very easily
spotted once you are familiar.

Toggles & Settings:
Besides the Ignition timing strategy incompatibilities that we are currently unable to translate between ARC
timing & NISSAN timing tables, the only other settings that are not copied over from ROM to ROM by the
Tune Transfer tool are the toggles. Toggles are any setting that have to be selected as ON or OFF by the
user. An example would be ARC toggles, DTC Toggles or NATS toggles. Once the Tune Transfer is
complete and you are confirming the ROM transfer was successful it is recommended that the toggles are
set to match the Old ROM file since those will remain unchanged. Once the toggles have been matched the
tune transfer is complete. You may save the file once more, set passwords (if any) & continue flashing the
vehicle.

As always, if there are any issues or concerns in regards to the tune transfer function of the UpRev ROM
Editor tool please do not hesitate to call us or email support@uprev.com with your specific questions.
Thank you for your continued support.


